There are two main sections to this essay. The first section identifies an historiographical problem that serves to focus the essay on the different ideological roles the idea of sociability plays in eighteenth century thinking. Although much of the discussion in this section deals with what scholars call the 'doux-commerce thesis', the principal aims of the section are to show how the sociability argument figures in the eighteenth century debate about manners and morals and to explain how in its mode as a moral argument sociability relates backwards in time to Stoic and Ciceronian ideas about oikeiosis and forward in time to the Enlightenment's conception of itself as a humanitarian and cosmopolitan age.
itarian and cosmopolitan age.
The essay's second section examines the writings of David Hume, Benjamin Vaughan, Benjamin Franklin, and Josiah Tucker with an eye to explaining how their views on free trade relate to the sociability argument. Here our aim is to explain why Tucker, a pioneering figure in the intellectual history of economic liberalism, was so critical of Hume's and Franklin's claim that universal benevolence would be a natural and intended consequence of the expansion of trade were a laissez-faire policy towards it adopted by commercial nations. At the same time, we wish to show how Tucker's alternative to laissez-faire economics involves an argument that makes religion and morality a crucial ideological component of economic liberalism.
I. The Historiographical Problem
Since the 1970S -since Albert Hirschman and J. G. A. Pocock published important books on late seventeenth and eighteenth century thinking -students of the European Enlightenment have had to conjure with new ways of GROTIANA (New Series) vol. 22/23 (2001/2) 271-318 conceptualizing the intellectual history of the period. I What Hirschman and Pocock brought to eighteenth century thinking was a relatively fresh perspective on the driving force behind the philosophes' celebration of themselves as humanitarians whose outlook on the world was cosmopolitan in character. Taking them at their word, Hirschman and Pocock allow the philosophes to locate themselves in history and to explain how their cosmopolitanism differs from earlier versions of it. What the work of Hirschman and Pocock suggest is that the uniqueness of eighteenth century cosmopolitanism can be found in the arguments the philosophes use to link their cosmopolitan outlook to developments in the economic thinking of the period, especially to the doctrine of free trade that was so inextricably connected to the emerging discipline of political economy.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, of course, a concern with economics did not entail what we mean by economics. Rather, it meant thinking about trade -that is, about the role of trade in defining the power relations among Europe's emerging nation-states;2 and about the changes in human behavior that would likely follow from an expansion of trade. In this, Hirschman and Pocock reveal intricate and complex connections between the intellectual history of the Enlightenment and the 'Great Transformation' that Karl Polanyi taught us long ago had much to do with political economy.3
Although Hirschman and Pocock focus their work on how the idea of commercial expansion shapes and is shaped by eighteenth century thinking, their objectives are very different. 
